ALLEGHENY MOON (BAR)-Al Hoffman/Dick Manning
3/4 123 1 (without intro)

Intro: (3 beats each)

Allegheny Moon, I need your light to help me find romance tonight, so shine, shine, shine
Allegheny Moon, your silver beams can lead the way to golden dreams, so shine, shine, shine
High among the stars, so bright above, the magic of your lamp of love can make her mine
Allegheny Moon it's up to you, please see what you can do for me and for my one and only love

Interlude: First 2 lines of song

High among the stars, so bright above, the magic of your lamp of love can make her mine
Allegheny Moon it's up to you, please see what you can do for me and for my one and only love
Shine on me tonight, Allegheny Moon
ALLEGHENY MOON - Al Hoffman/Dick Manning
3/4 123 1 (without intro)

Intro: Em Gm6 D B7 Em7 A7 D A7 (3 beats each)

D D#dim Em7 A7 Allegheny Moon, I need your light to help me find romance tonight, so shine, shine, shine

A7 A7sus A7 A7sus A7 A7+ D C# Allegheny Moon, your silver beams can lead the way to golden dreams, so shine, shine, shine

D D+ G B7 High among the stars, so bright above, the magic of your lamp of love can make her mine

Em Gm6 D B7 Allegheny Moon it's up to you, please see what you can do

Em7 A7 D A7 For me and for my one and only love

Interlude: First 2 lines of song

D D+ G B7 High among the stars, so bright above, the magic of your lamp of love can make her mine

Em Gm6 D B7 Allegheny Moon it's up to you, please see what you can do

Em7 A7b9 D For me and for my one and only love

Bm6 A7b9 DMA7 Shine on me tonight, Allegheny Moon